


Educational institutes worldwide are embracing Digital Education as the 

safest way to educate students in an interactive and engaging manner. 

Digital Education uses a mix of digital tools and technologies to blend 

technology, instruction, and digital content into teaching practices to 

educate students while ensuring their interest and focus are retained.

‘Zero Worries on Data’ from Dialog Enterprise is an innovative solution 

which allows educational institutes to grant students access to any online 

resources or Learning Management System (LMS) without incurring any 

Data cost to the student. This valuable aspect of eliminating the student's 

burden of high Data cost encourages them to pursue and be attentive to 

studies from anywhere.

Benefits to Institute

Reduce students' and 
teachers' Data worries 
down to zero

Reduce end-user
complaints about

personal Data
usage and cost Promotes high 

student-teacher 
engagement

Provides a competitive
advantage with a unique

selling proposition
Positions institute as 
the preferred choice 
of students

Attract more students
and also help to retain

existing students



Benefits to Students and Teachers

Free access to 
institution's LMS

No more worries 
on Data

Support both pre and 
postpaid connections

Works with Fixed & 
Mobile Broadband

Rich teacher and 
student engagement

Can access from 
anywhere

Learning Management System (LMS)

An LMS is an online platform that contains course content and materials, 

which are accessible online to multiple users. It is hosted either as a 

stand-alone product on the organization’s server, or as a cloud-based 

platform that is hosted by the solution provider. In its simplest form, an 

LMS contains a core functional platform that enables administrators to: 

Upload learning content On-demand & live video lessons

Share Data with authorized users

Send notifications



Do not have your own LMS yet? We have you covered! 

Dialog offers a fully-fledged LMS with novel features including:

For more information contact your Dialog Account Manager, call 0777 887 887 or visit business.dialog.lk
V.01

Online payments and bank deposit payments

Facility to download videos and watch laterDRM protected video lessons

Built-in SMS marketing Can purchase past month’s content

Assignment submissions & marking capability 

Furthermore, institutes that sign up for Zero Worries on Data
 will receive a free marketing campaign to reach 2500 potential students. 

This offer is valid until 30th June 2022.


